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1 Introduction

METATEM is a simple programming language based on the direct execution of tempo-
ral logic statements. It was introduced through a number of papers [35,2,3] culminating
in a book collecting together work on the basic temporal language [5]. However, since
that time, there has been a programme of research, carried out over a number of years,
extending, adapting and applying the basic approach. In particular, much of the research
has concerned the development of descendents of METATEM for describing and imple-
menting complex multi-agent systems.

Thus, while there are a number of other approaches to executing temporal state-
ments [32,18], we will concentrate on this one particular approach and will describe the
developments over the last 15 years. The structure of this article mirrors the research
developments in that the path through these developments is not linear. The diagram
below gives a pictorial explanation of the sections that follow.
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Thus, we begin with a brief review of temporal logic itself.

2 Temporal Logic

We will begin with a review of basic temporal logic. Rather than providing an in-depth
account of temporal logic, we will just provide a simple description that can be used
throughout this article. For a more thorough exposition of the formal properties of this
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logic, see [11], while for examples of the use of temporal logic in program specification
in general, see [50].

Temporal logic is an extension of classical logic, whereby time becomes an extra
parameter when considering the truth of logical statements. The variety of temporal
logic we are concerned with is based upon a discrete, linear model of time, having both
a finite past and infinite future, i.e.,

σ = s0, s1, s2, s3, . . .

Here, a model (σ) for the logic is an infinite sequence of states which can be thought
of as ‘moments’ or ‘points’ in time. Since we will only consider propositional temporal
logic here, then, associated with each of these states is a valuation for all the proposi-
tions in the language.

The temporal language we use is that of classical logic extended with various modal-
ities characterising different aspects of the temporal structure above. Examples of the
key operators include ‘ �ϕ’, which is satisfied if ϕ is satisfied at the next moment in
time, ‘♦ϕ’, which is satisfied if ϕ is satisfied at some future moment in time, and ‘ ϕ’,
which is satisfied if ϕ is satisfied at all future moments in time.

More formally, a semantics of the language can be defined with respect to the model
(σ) in which the statement is to be interpreted, and the moment in time (i) at which it is
to be interpreted. Thus, a semantics for the key temporal operators is given below.

〈σ, i〉 |= �A iff 〈σ, i+ 1〉 |= A
〈σ, i〉 |= A iff for all j ≥ i. 〈σ, j〉 |= A
〈σ, i〉 |= ♦A iff exists j ≥ i. 〈σ, j〉 |= A
〈σ, i〉 |= AUB iff exists k ≥ i. 〈σ, k〉 |= B and for all k > j ≥ i. 〈σ, j〉 |= A
〈σ, i〉 |= AW B iff either 〈σ, i〉 |= AUB or 〈σ, i〉 |= A

Note that the temporal operators ‘U ’ (“until”) and ‘W ’ (“unless”) characterise inter-
vals within the temporal sequence during which certain properties hold. Thus, ‘ψU ϕ’
means that ϕ is satisfied at some point in the future and, at every moment between now
and that point, ψ must be satisfied. In addition to temporal operators referring to the
future, it is also possible to utilise temporal operators relating to the past [49], such as
‘ ’ (“always in the past”), ‘♦• ’ (“sometime in the past”), ‘ ��������’ (“in the previous mo-
ment in time”), and ‘S ’ (“since”). However, adding past-time operators here does not
extend the expressive power of the language and such operators can all be removed by
translation of arbitrary temporal formulae into a specific normal form (see Section 3.2).
Finally, we add a nullary operator ‘start’, which is only satisfied at the “beginning of
time”:

〈σ, i〉 |= start iff i = 0

2.1 Why Temporal Logic?

But, why do we use temporal logic? One reason is that it allows the concise expression
of useful dynamic properties of individual components. For example, the formula

request ⇒ reply U acknowledgement
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characterises a system where, once a request is received, a reply is continually sent up
until the point where an acknowledgement is received. And, importantly, an acknowl-
edgement is guaranteed to be received eventually. In addition, pre-conditions, such as

¬started ⇒ �¬moving

can easily be described in this logic.
As the temporal model on which the logic is based comprises a linear sequence of

moments, then the logic can also be used to express the order in which activities occur,
for example

hungry ⇒ (buy food ∧ �cook food ∧ � �eat) .

While the logic is clearly useful for representing the dynamic activity of individual
components, and this relates very closely to traditional applications of temporal logic
in program specification [50], the formalism is also useful for characterising properties
of the overall system. For example, the formula

broadcast(msg) ⇒ ∀a ∈ Group. ♦receive(msg,a)

describes the message-passing behaviour within a group of components (characterised
by the finite set ‘Group’). Thus, temporal logic can be used to represent both the internal
behaviour of a component and the macro-level behaviour of systems.

3 Executing Temporal Logic

3.1 What Is Execution?

But, what does it mean to execute a formula, ϕ, of logic, L? In general, this means
constructing a model, M , for ϕ, i.e.

M |=L ϕ .

Typically, this construction takes place under some external constraints on ϕ, and many
different models might satisfy ϕ. However, we note that:

– as ϕ represents a declarative statement, then producing M can be seen as execution
in the declarative language L; and

– if ϕ is a specification, then constructing M can also be seen as prototyping an
implementation of that specification.

Languages such as Prolog effectively build a form of model by attempting to refute the
negation of a goal.

We execute arbitrary formulae from the temporal logic using an execution mecha-
nism which is complete for propositional, linear temporal logic. In order to simplify the
execution algorithm, arbitrary formulae are transformed into a specific normal form,
called SNF (see Section 3.2). Thus, the execution algorithm works on formulae in SNF;
this algorithm will be described in more detail in Section 3.3.

Although deciding propositional temporal logic formulae is complex (PSPACE-
complete), deciding first-order temporal logic (FOTL) formulae is much worse! FOTL
is incomplete (i.e. not recursively enumerable) [56,1] and so, if we wish to use arbitrary
FOTL in our specifications then we are left with a few options:
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1. restrict the logic and provide a ‘complete’ execution mechanism; or
2. execute the full logic, treating execution as simply an attempt to build a model for

the formula.

Fragments of FOTL with ‘good’ properties are difficult to find and, once found [53,44],
turn out to be quite restrictive. Thus, we choose (2). In addition, completeness cannot
be retained in general, especially as we wish to extend the basic execution mechanism
to include not only constrained backtracking, but also a dynamic model of concurrent
computation and communication. Thus, in summary, execution of temporal specifica-
tions is synonymous with attempting to build models for such specifications.

3.2 What Is SNF?

The specification of a component’s behaviour is given as a temporal formula, then trans-
formed into a simple normal form, called Separated Normal Form (SNF) [14,19]. In this
normal form, the majority of the temporal operators are removed, and formulae are rep-
resented as

n�

i=1

Ri

where each Ri, termed a rule, is one of the following forms.

start ⇒
r�

b=1

lb (an initial rule)

g�

a=1

ka ⇒ �

[
r�

b=1

lb

]
(a step rule)

g�

a=1

ka ⇒ ♦l (a sometime rule)

Note, here, that each ka, lb, or l is a literal. This normal form gives a simple and intuitive
description of what is true at the beginning of execution (via initial rules), what must
be true during any execution step (via step rules), and what constraints exist on future
execution states (via sometime rules). For example, the formulae below correspond to
the three different types of SNF rules.

INITIAL: start ⇒ (sad ∨optimistic)
STEP: (sad ∧¬optimistic)⇒ �sad
SOMETIME: optimistic ⇒♦¬sad

3.3 Execution Algorithm

The basic execution algorithm of METATEM [2,3] attempts to build a model for the
formula in a simple forward-chaining fashion. The basic approach, as defined in [31,3]
is described below. Assuming we are executing a set of SNF rules, R:
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1. By examining the initial rules in R, constraints on the possible start states for the
temporal model can be generated. Call these choices, C. Let ‘Ω’, the list of out-
standing eventualities, be an empty list.

2. Make a choice from C. If there are no unexplored choices, return to a choice point
in a previous state. Note that this choice mechanism takes into account a number of
elements, including Ω.
For the choice taken, generate additional eventualities, Evs, by checking applica-
bility of sometime rules. Append Evs to Ω.

3. Generate a new state, s, from the choice made in (2) and define s as being a succes-
sor to the current state. Note that, by default, if propositions are not constrained we
choose to leave them unsatisfied.
Remove from Ω all eventualities satisfied within s.
If s is inconsistent, or if any member of Ω has been continuously outstanding for
more than 25|R| states, then return to (2) and select a different alternative.

4. Generate constraints on next states by checking applicability in s of step rules in
R. Set C to be these choices. Note that C here represents all the possible choices of
valuations for the next state, while Ω gives the list of eventualities that remain to be
satisfied.

5. With current state, s, the set of choices on next state, C, and the list of outstanding
eventualities, Ω, go to (2).

The key result here is that, under certain constraints on the choice mechanism within
(2), this execution algorithm represents a decision procedure.

Theorem 1 (See [3]). If a set of SNF rules, R, is executed using the above algorithm,
with the proviso that the choice in (3) ensures that the oldest outstanding eventualities
are attempted first at each step, then a model for R will be generated if, and only if, R
is satisfiable.

The above proviso ensures that, if an eventuality is outstanding for an infinite number of
steps, then it will be attempted an infinite number of times. Once the choice mechanism
is extended to include arbitrary ordering functions, as in [20] (see Section 5.1), then
a more general version of the above theorem can be given wherein we only require a
form of fairness on the choice mechanism. While the above proviso effectively means
that we can potentially explore every possibility, the incorporation in the algorithm of a
bound on the number of states that eventualities can remain outstanding, together with
the finite model property of the logic, ensures that all of the possible states in the model
can be explored if necessary.

Example. Imagine a ‘car’ component which can go, turn and stop, but can also run out
of fuel (empty) and overheat.

The internal definition might be given by a temporal logic specification in SNF, for
example,

start ⇒ ¬moving
go ⇒ ♦moving

(moving∧go) ⇒ �(overheat∨ empty)
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The component’s behaviour is implemented by forward-chaining through these
formulae.

– Thus, moving is false at the beginning of time.
– Whenever go is true, a commitment to eventually make moving true is given.
– Whenever both go and moving are true, then either overheat or empty will be made

true in the next moment in time.

4 Concurrent METATEM

4.1 From One to Many

Once we have a temporal description for a component, we can extend this to give its
behaviour within an environment consisting of multiple other components. We do this
simply by providing a definition of the component’s interface with its environment [16].
Such an interface describes the messages that the reactive component can receive (i.e.
those that come in) and send (i.e. those that go out). For example, let us consider the
abstract specification of a ‘car’ with the behaviour given above. This car can be told
to go, turn and stop, but can also notify other components that it has run out of fuel
(empty) or has overheated (overheat). A (partial) definition is given below.

car()
in: go,stop,turn

out: empty,overheat
rules: start ⇒ ¬moving

(moving∧go) ⇒ �(overheat∨ empty)
go ⇒ ♦moving

This shows that the component recognises the messages ‘go’, ‘stop’ and ‘turn’, and can
potentially send out ‘empty’ and ‘overheat’ messages. Its behaviour is then specified by
the temporal formula ⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
start ⇒ ¬moving

∧
(moving∧go) ⇒ �(overheat∨ empty)

∧
go ⇒ ♦moving

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Both the messages received and the messages sent are interpreted as propositions (or
predicates) that can be used as part of the reactive component’s specification. In addi-
tion, standard propositions (predicates) appear in the specification, for example ‘mov-
ing’ in the description above. These atoms are essentially internal and do not directly
correspond to communication activity by either the component or its environment.

4.2 Communication and Concurrency

Each component executes independently. However, execution may be either synchro-
nous, whereby the steps in each component occur at exactly the same time (and thus
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the notion of next is common amongst the executing components), or asynchronous,
whereby the steps in each component are distinct. The classification of a component’s
predicates as environment or component (or, indeed, internal) implements communica-
tion in a natural (and logical) way. Environment predicates are under the control of the
component’s environment, while the other categories of predicate can be made true or
false by the component itself. Thus, when a component’s execution mechanism makes
an internal predicate true, it just records the fact in its internal memory, while when
it makes a component predicate true, it also broadcasts a message corresponding to
this predicate to all other components. Thus, in the above car example, when either
empty or overheat is made true, then the messageempty or overheat, respectively, is
broadcast. If an appropriate message is received, the corresponding environment predi-
cate set to true. In the example given above, if a go message is received, the proposition
go is made true.

The use of broadcast message passing not only matches the logical view of com-
putation but, as we will see later, also fits well with applications which concern open
and dynamic systems (and where a component cannot know all the other components it
might deal with).

4.3 Towards Semantics

If we consider a single METATEM component, then its semantics is effectively its tem-
poral specification. However, once we move to a scenario with multiple components,
the semantics of our system becomes more complex. If, as in [17,22], we consider ‘[[ ]]’
to represent a function providing temporal semantics, then the behaviour of a system of
multiple (in this case, two) components running in parallel (‘‖’), is typically given by

[[c1‖c2]] = [[c1]] ∧ [[c2]] .

However, we must also be careful to distinguish the information that c1 deals with from
that which c2 deals with. Consequently, [[c1]] is not just the temporal rules contained
within the c1’s specification and so we must enhance these rules in some way in order
to capture the different components.

An obvious way to ensure that, for example, proposition p in c1 is distinguished
from p in c2, is to rename the propositions in the component’s rules ensuring that each
one is ‘tagged’ by the name of the component in which it occurs. Thus, we would have
propositions such as pc1 and pc2 ; this is exactly the approach used in [17]. A further im-
portant aspect of the semantics given in [17] is that it allows for either synchronous or
asynchronous models of concurrency within the framework. In the case of synchronous
execution, the semantics of each component is given as a (tagged) temporal formula in
a discrete, linear temporal, as described above. However, once we consider asynchro-
nous execution, the semantics is given as a formula in the Temporal Logic of the Reals
(TLR) [6], which is a temporal logic based upon the Real, rather than Natural, Num-
bers. The density of this Real Number model is useful in representing the asynchronous
nature of each component’s execution.

A further complication is that, once communication is added to the synchronous
case, we use

[[c1‖c2]] = [[c1]] ∧ [[c2]] ∧ comms(c1,c2) .
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where comms(c1,c2) is a temporal specification of the communication properties, such
as broadcast message-passing. However, since once a message is broadcast from a com-
ponent, then the execution of that component can no longer backtrack past such a broad-
cast, the semantics of communicating components becomes much more complex [60].

5 Beyond Temporal Logics

So far, we have seen how specifications given in temporal logic can be directly executed
in order to animate the component’s behaviour. Thus, this approach provides a high-
level programming notation, while maintaining a close link between the program and
its specification. However, when moving towards the representation and execution of
agents [61], particularly rational agents [62,58], we naturally want to represent more
than an agent’s basic temporal behaviour. Basic agents are just autonomous components
and these can be modelled, at a simple level, by Concurrent METATEM as described
above [16,15,33].

Although the central aspect of an agent is autonomy, rational agents are agents that
have reasonable and explainable courses of action that they undertake. The key concept
that rational agents have brought to the forefront of software design is that, as well as
describing what an agent does, it is vital to describe why it does it. Hence the need to
represent the reasons for certain autonomous behaviour within agents.

In line with the BDI framework [54], and with other rational agent theories [57], it
is important to represent not only an agent’s temporal behaviour, but also

– its informational aspects, such as what it believes or knows,
– its motivational aspects, such as its goals or intentions, and
– its deliberative aspects, such as why it makes the choices it does.

Thus, inspired by the success of the BDI framework [54] in representing deliberation,
the basic METATEM system was extended, in [20], with information representation, in
terms of beliefs and explicit mechanisms for ordering goals. The representation of belief
was given by extending the temporal basis with a standard modal logic having Kripke
semantics [40]. Thus, during execution, modal formulae related to belief were decided
again by a forward chaining process. This allowed more complex (and mixed) formulae
such as

happy ⇒ Bx
x ⇒ �rich .

Goals, corresponding to both desires and intentions in the BDI model were, in turn,
represented by temporal eventualities. This then allowed deliberation to be represented
via user defined functions providing an ordering on the satisfaction of eventualities.
This is best explained with an example.

5.1 Deliberation Via Goal Re-ordering

Recall that, in the basic METATEM execution above, outstanding eventualities are stored
in an age-ordered (i.e. oldest-first) list that is passed on to the next execution state. For
example, consider an agent that has the following eventualities it needs to satisfy

[♦be famous,♦sleep,♦eat lunch,♦make lunch] .
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Now, if these were passed on to the next execution state, the standard approach would
be to execute these oldest-first, i.e attempt to make be famous true, then attempt to make
sleep true, and so on. In [20], the ability to re-order this list before it is passed on to
the next execution state was provided. Now, in the example above, imagine the agent
actually re-ordered the list in terms of what it considered to be most important, e.g.

[♦be famous,♦eat lunch,♦sleep,♦make lunch] .

Indeed, the agent could re-order the list further if it had an idea about what it could
actually achieve, e.g. what it knew how to make true. Thus, if the agent had no way (i.e.
no plan) to make be famous true, it might move it to the end of the list. If the agent knew
how to make eat lunch true, it might move it towards the front of the list. However, it
might also be able to infer that a pre-condition of making eat lunch true is to make
make lunch lunch true and so it might well move this to the front of the list. Thus, the
list passed on to the next execution state is then

[♦make lunch,♦eat lunch,♦sleep,♦be famous] .

5.2 Resource-Bounded Reasoning

While the above provides a simple and concise mechanism for representing and imple-
menting deliberative agents, it does not deal with a further important aspect of ‘real’
agents, namely their resource-bounded nature [9]. In particular, the representation of
belief was given by extending the temporal basis with a standard modal logic having
Kripke semantics [40]. As is well known, this does not match the resource-bounded na-
ture of ‘real’ reasoners [39]. Indeed modal logics generally model logically omniscient
agents which are forced to believe (and compute) all the logical consequences of their
own beliefs.

Thus, in [23], we modified the METATEM execution framework so that it was based
on multi-context logics of belief [10,37,36] rather than traditional modal logics. Multi-
context logics [38,7] allow much finer control of the reasoning processes. In using this
basis for belief in METATEM, we then have much finer control over how beliefs are ex-
plored, executed and reasoned about. In particular, we can control how much reasoning
an agent carried out during its execution, and this allows us to capture an element of
resource-boundedness.

This work was applied, for example to parts of the RoboCup scenario [24,25], and
was extended to incorporate bounds on the temporal resourced consumed, i.e. the agent
can reason about what it might do in the future, but the distance it can reason into the
future about is limited [34].

A final modification brought in the concepts of ability and confidence [26], giving
us the ABC framework which incorporates:

– Ability — captured in a very simple modal extension, where Aiϕ intuitively means
“i is able to do ϕ”, for example,

Amebuy ticket ⇒ �buy ticket
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– Belief — captured by multi-context belief with potential resource-bounds, where
Bi represents the beliefs of agent i, for example

buy ticket ⇒ Bmelottery winner

– Confidence — captured by the combination of Bi and ♦, where “agent i is confident
of ϕ’ is given by Bi♦ϕ.

The idea of confidence replaces the use of just ‘♦’ to represent goals. Expressing con-
fidence in terms of belief about the future not only keeps the logic simple, it allows
us to express weaker motivational attitudes. This confidence can be used as an agent’s
reason for doing something. Importantly, confidence can come not only from the agent
itself, but also from the agent’s confidence in other agents in this system. This allows us
to use the notion of confidence in a number of ways within both individual agents and
multi-agent systems [26].

This also leads us on to considering more complex multi-agent systems.

6 Groups and Organisations

In Concurrent METATEM we introduced the idea of multiple, asynchronously execut-
ing, agents (let us call them this, rather than ‘components’ from now on) communicat-
ing through broadcast message-passing. Although this is a good model from a logical
point of view it has two disadvantages: (1) in practice, broadcasting to large numbers of
agents is costly, and (2) the multi-agent system is essentially flat and unstructured, and
so it is difficult to represent more complex systems using this approach.

Thus, as Concurrent METATEM has developed, a range of structuring mechanisms
for the agent space have been developed. All are based on the notion of groups, derived
from both social constructs and ideas in distributed operating systems [8]. Thus all
agents can occur in multiple groups [15], while groups themselves are dynamic and
open, and may contain sub-groups and each agent may be a member of several groups.
When an agent broadcasts a message it is restricted to being sent to members of (some
of) the groups the agent occurs within. Hence, groups are useful both for restricting the
extent of broadcast and structuring the agent space, effectively replacing full broadcast
by a form of multicast message-passing.

However, a basic grouping mechanism is not enough. We often want to define dif-
ferent computational properties for the different groups the agent might be a member
of. Thus, from initial ideas concerning additional logical properties that groups might
have [21], we developed the view that agents and groups are exactly the same enti-
ties [30,28]. Thus, the notion of a group as essentially being a container, where agents
have behaviour and groups contain agents, i.e.,

Agent ::= Behaviour : Spec

Group ::= Contents : P (Agent)

became the notion that all agents have the potential to contain others, just as all have
the potential to have behaviour, i.e.
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Agent ::= Behaviour : Spec
Contents : P (Agent)
Context : P (Agent)

Thus, we can think of several varieties of agent:

– A simple agent: Contents = /0.
– A simple group: Behaviour = /0.
– A more complex group: Contents �= /0 and Behaviour �= /0.

Thus groups, rather than being mere containers, can now have behaviours, captured
by their internal policies and rules. In particular, agents can control the communica-
tion policies, organisation policies, etc., within their Contents. Once agents and groups
are the same entities, a number of aspects become clear. For example, since agents
are opaque (i.e., their internal structure is hidden from other agents) it is not obvious
whether agents have certain abilities natively, or merely make use of other (internal)
agents. In addition, any agent has the potential to dynamically become a group! In
particular, all agents respond to ‘addToContent’ and ‘addToContext’ messages
(two primitive operations accessing the Content and Context aspects of an agent), and
all agents can clone themselves (and perform a shallow copy of their contents), as well
as terminate themselves or merge with another agent.

6.1 Building Organisations

With the structures in place to support more complex multi-agent systems, the ques-
tion remains: how can we use the logical apparatus, such as the Ability, Belief and
Confidence framework, in order to program agents to dynamically form complex struc-
tures. In a number of papers, mechanisms for describing and constructing such complex
groups, teams and organisations have been described [27,28,29].

Let us give an outline using an example. Suppose that agent i wishes for ϕ to occur
(Bi♦ϕ), but does not have the corresponding ability (¬Aiϕ). Within the agent’s behav-
iour we might have a rule such as

Bi♦ϕ∧¬Aiϕ ⇒ �sendi(A?ϕ)

In this case the agent sends out a message asking for help from any agent that is able to
achieve ϕ. Various agents, depending on their own goals, might choose to reply that they
have the required ability (namely, the ability to achieve ϕ, i.e. Aϕ). Then the original
(sending) agent has a choice about how to deal with these replies and, consequently,
how to deal with the agents who might be of help. For example [27], the sender might

– invite relevant agents to join its Content,
– create a new “dedicated” agent to serve as a container for agents that share the

relevant ability, or
– join a group that can help it solve its problem,

All of these can be supported through the flexible group structure and can be imple-
mented using logical rules. Each gives a very different organisation structure.
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7 METATEM at Work

Here we outline a number of examples showing how METATEM can be used. Note that
we only provide an overview of each example — full details can usually be found in
the cited papers.

7.1 Train Signalling

In [13], METATEM was used to model a simple railway signalling scenario. Here, the
system was modelled as one large set of SNF rules. Thus there was not the separation
one might expect with Concurrent METATEM. The SNF specification is then executed
to animate the rail simulation. The specification consists of predicates relating to sta-
tions, trains and lines, and the key specifications concern each station’s control of the
trains that come into it and each trains request for entry to a station. Each of the stations
‘knows’ which lines it has connecting itself to other stations, what trains the station has,
and which lines each train runs on. Consequently, there are rules such as1:

– [station(S) ∧ moved(T, S)] ⇒ �has(S, T)
i.e., the station (S) now has the train (T ) if T moved to S in the last step;

– [station(S) ∧ request(T, S)] ⇒ ♦permit(T, S)
i.e., if station S receives a request from train T to enter S, then the station guarantees
to permit this move at some point in the future;

– [station(S) ∧ has(S, T) ∧ ¬moved(T, New)] ⇒ �has(S, T)
i.e., if station S has train T and T does not move, then S will still have T in the next
step;

– [station(S) ∧ permit(T1, S) ∧ permit(T2, S)] ⇒ (T1 == T 2)
i.e., if a station permits two trains, T 1 and T 2, to enter, then T 1 and T 2 must
actually be the same train.

7.2 Patient Monitoring

In [55], Reynolds applies METATEM to the modelling and animation of a patient mon-
itoring system (PMS). Temporal formulae are used to specify, for example, under what
conditions (i.e. what patient vital signs) an alarm should be sounded. Here, the specifi-
cation is split into separate components, e.g.

nurse(alarm, display)[act, seen, req]

Here, for example, the message req is sent out by the nurse requesting information.
SNF rules then characterise the internal behaviour of such components:

– [wtr(P) ∧ ¬req(P)] ⇒ �wtr(Q)
i.e., if the nurse is “waiting to request information” (wtr) about a patient, but does
not request such information (req) then the nurse will continue to wait to request
information in the next step;

1 Assume, here, that all variables beginning with upper-case letters and all variables are univer-
sally quantified.
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– [wtr(P) ∧ req(P) ∧ next(P,Q)] ⇒ �wtr(P)
i.e., if the nurse is “waiting to request information” about a patient, and does also
request this information, then the nurse moves on to “waiting to request informa-
tion” from the next patient;

– alarm(P) ⇒ �act
i.e., if an alarm sounds for a patient, the nurse will act.

7.3 Economic Games

We next outline a simple economic game, a simplified variation of the Nash [51] de-
mand game. Here, two synchronous agents make bids to an arbiter who gives out
rewards (in line with a specific matrix). Agents usually bid based on the best previ-
ous strategy, but sometimes (quite rarely) can choose a random value. In our case, the
arbiter agent implements the reward matrix:

agent1 bid : 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
agent2 bid : 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

agent1 reward : 1 2 3 1 2 0 1 0 0
agent2 reward : 1 1 1 2 2 0 3 0 0

Thus, sample arbiter code includes (for brevity we replace agent1 by a1, and agent2
by a2, respectively)

[bid(a1,V1) ∧ bid(a2,V2) ∧ (4 < (V1 +V2))] ⇒ �reward(a1,V1,0)
[bid(a1,V1) ∧ bid(a2,V2) ∧ (4 < (V1 +V2))] ⇒ �reward(a2,V2,0)
[bid(a1,V1) ∧ bid(a2,V2) ∧ (4 ≥ (V1 +V2))] ⇒ �reward(a1,V1,V1)
[bid(a1,V1) ∧ bid(a2,V2) ∧ (4 ≥ (V1 +V2))] ⇒ �reward(a2,V2,V2)

The arbiter agent receives bid messages from each of the agents and then sends
out reward messages. Note that the reward sent from the arbiter back to bidding
agents contains the bid made in its second argument.

As we can see from the above, these rules make use of much more arithmetical
operators. The rules within the bidding agents use even more. Bidding agents send out
bids and receive rewards. Internally, they keep track of which bids (1, 2, or 3) have
generated the most rewards. In addition, a small random element is introduced so that
the bidding agent can choose a different bid, rather than just the most successful so far.
Some sample rules for the bidding agents are2:

rand(V) ⇒ �seed(V )
[seed(V ) ∧ (V ≤ 3072) ∧ (V1 == (V%3 + 1))] ⇒ �bid(agent1,V1)

[seed(V ) ∧ (3072 < V ) ∧ bestso f ar(V1)] ⇒ �bid(agent1,V1)

Once executing, even though small perturbations (i.e. random bids outside the optimal)
are introduced, the bidding stabilises so that the agent’s bid is based on the accumulated
history and this isn’t significantly distorted by small numbers of random bids. In the
case of our reward matrix above, both bidding agent settle down to bidding ‘2’.

2 Note that rand(V) binds V to a random number between 0 and 216 and V %3+1 is V modulo
3, with 1 then added (thus giving a result of either 1, 2 or 3).
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7.4 Resource-Bounded Deliberation

In this example, taken from [24], we have a simple football scenario. Pictorially, we
have the following situation.

�

M2

J3 M1

J1

J2

The ‘J’ team are attacking the goal, while the ‘M’ team are defending it. Agent J1 has
the ball but has two abilities: to shoot towards goal, or to pass to a team-mate. Motivated
by the aim of scoring, J1 has to decide what to do.

Now, rather than giving the program rules (which are quite complex), we outline the
reasoning process that J1 goes through.

– We again note that J1 has two things it can do: pass or shoot. Initially, before any
reasoning is carried out, J1 has a slight (in-built) preference for shooting.

– However, J1 begins to reason about its options, about its beliefs about its team-
mates, about its beliefs about its team-mates beliefs, etc. Given sufficient reasoning
time, J1 can work out that the best approach is to pass to J2 who, J1 believes, will
then pass on to J3. This is based on the belief that J3 has the best chance of scoring,
and that J2 believes this also.
Thus, given sufficient reasoning time, J1 will choose to pass rather than shoot.

– However, in time-constrained situations, such as near the end of the game, we can
put a bound on the amount of reasoning concerning belief that J1 is able to carry
out. We do this by fixing a maximum depth of nested beliefs that J1 is able to deal
with.
In such a scenario, J1 does not have enough (reasoning) time to work out that pass-
ing is the best option.
Consequently, in time-constrained situations, such as this, J1 chooses to shoot.

It is important to note here that the program rules are exactly the same for both options.
All that has happened is that a belief bound is changed, yet this has the significant effect
of leading the agent to prefer one action over another.

7.5 Active Museum

In [42] a particular scenario from pervasive/ubiquitous computing was examined. This
is the idea of an Active Museum [52]. Here, a museum provides visitors with electronic
guides (such as PDAs) and these guides can be programmed with the visitor’s prefer-
ences. As the visitor moves through the museum, the rooms, exhibits, etc., can all inter-
act with the PDA and, in this way, the PDA can advise the visitor what to look at next.
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We model this via three aspects:

– the organisational structure of rooms, exhibits, visitors, etc.;
– the organisational structure of the agent’s interests; and
– the rule(s) within the visitor agent concerning deliberation.

Thus, the group structure, combining physical aspects and museum interests can be
represented as

M

R1 R2

E1 E2 E3 V1 E4 E5 E6 V2

AG TG CG

V1 V2

For example, visitor V1 is within the group representing room R1 but is also within
the groups representing the two interest groups relating to a particular artist (AG) and
to time (TG). Now, those groups provide the context for the visitor agent and broadcast
important information to it.

Each visitor agent effectively only has one rule:

[canSee(Exhibit) ∧ ¬exclude(Exhibit)] ⇒ ♦lookAt(Exhibit)

Thus, if the visitor agent can see an exhibit and is not excluded (by one of its interest
groups) from looking at it, it will eventually look at it. Note that canSee messages are
broadcast by the agent’s context, and so moving context changes what the agent does.

While visitor agents have one main rule, the important aspect concerns the delib-
eration of the visitor agent about what order to visit the exhibits in. In this, the agent
utilises preferences to implement the deliberative re-ordering of eventualities seen ear-
lier. Preferences are very simple, e.g. prefer(E3,E1). Pictorially, we have:

PrefsV

Room 1

Group
Interest

Artist
Interest
Group

Time
Prefs

Some preferences are internal to the agent; most are obtained by the agent from its Con-
text. Thus, the preferences help the visitor agent decide between eventualities. Moving
between rooms changes what the agent can see, but it is moving between interest groups
that changes what the agent prefers to look at first.
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8 Concluding Remarks

This article has provided an overview of the work that has been carried out on exe-
cutable temporal and modal logics based on the METATEM approach. This has led to
several practical systems developed over the years. Initially, Owens developed a basic
METATEM system in Prolog, while Fisher developed a Concurrent METATEM harness
in C++; early implementation techniques were described in [31]. The developments
on agent representation and execution were implemented in Prolog [20] and, in paral-
lel, more efficient mechanisms for the implementation of Concurrent METATEM were
examined [47,46]. Most recently, the ABC framework has be implemented in Java [43].

But, what of the future? There are several areas actively being investigated at present,
ranging from theoretical to practical and from single agent to multi-agent. These themes
are outlined below.

– The broader application, particularly of the ABC approach, to the modelling and
simulating of various forms of organisations. In particular, the development of vir-
tual organisations (along the lines of the Active Museum example) and applications
in pervasive and ubiquitous computing.
This mainly involves practical application, but also involves more work on ad-hoc
team formation and on probabilistic ABC, some of which is already under way [12].

– The development of a lightweight implementation, based on J2ME3 and use of
the above approaches in resource constrained environments, e.g. mobile, wearable,
devices.

– Extending the theoretical work on high-level semantics of the group approach,
which was recently investigated in [43] where groups were shown to match Milner’s
bigraphs [45] in many ways, while adapting earlier work on the use of Concurrent
METATEM as a high-level coordination language [48] for use in multi-agent and
pervasive applications.

– Developing a more practical (and flexible) approach to meta-level programming in
METATEM. Based on [4], but extended for the ABC framework, and allowing the
use of both complex meta-level adaption and simpler, preference-based, delibera-
tion (as in [42]).

Through previous and future work our intention is to continue to develop a framework
that utilises formal logic in the specification, verification and implementation of reac-
tive [41] and multi-agent [59] systems. This framework comprises

– a logic (typically based on a combination of simpler logics) in which the high-level
behaviours (of both agent and organisation) can be concisely specified, and

– a programming language providing flexible and practical concepts close to the spec-
ification notation used.
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